
Release Notes  
Winpos Mega - Version 1043 SP4 Release  

May 2023  

 

Enhancements & Changes  

New options for handling Cash Floats, and Declarations  

A more structured procedure for handling cash floats in POS is now available.

Automatically prompt for Cash Float when a Z-Report is completed.

Option for Z-Report re-print.

A more structured procedure for handling cash floats in POS is now available.

Optional changes to POS Declaration function.

Combine Declaration and Z-Report into one

Optionally show ’In Drawer’ amount in Declaration window.

Prompt when variances are detected, allow 1 retry to re-enter values.

New option to exclude Float value from Back Office 'Declare Takings' function.

And more...

For further details please refer to separate document: "Winpos v1043 SP4 Float and 
Declaration Changes.pdf".

 

Latvian Fiscal  

New option to exclude certain payment methods from Latvian Fiscal device.

For further details please refer to separate document: "Winpos v1043 SP4 Exclude Payments 
from LV Fiscal.pdf"

 

Database Naming  

Added support to allow database name in MS SQL Server to be different from 'WinposDB'.

 

Changes to Spa Bracelet integration  

Operation state included in confirmation operation.

Operation state included in customer reply.

'Check in' and 'Check out' functions are now available as separate buttons in POS.
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Issues Fixed  

Critical and Severe Issues fixed:  

Pre-orders and KDS: fixed an issue where Pre-orders did not show up on KDS when it was 
started on TOB. (#7741)

Unicom integration: when selling, it is no longer possible to enter gift voucher values when 
that are smaller than 1. Instead, an input error is displayed, and the value field highlighted. 
This prevents inconsistencies where a 0 value was sent to Unicom when a non-zero value was 
entered into the POS, thus making it seem like a voucher with value was sold even though it 
was not. (#7743)

Unicom integration: it is no longer possible to use the 'financial transaction with refund' 
function which caused some issues with the Unicom integration. If an attempt is made to do 
this, the POS traps it and displays a pop-up message instructing the cashier to use 
transaction void instead. (#7747)

Reports: fixed an issue where reports did not work if period ‘last hour’ was selected. (#7771)

 

Other Issues fixed:  

Invoices: fixed invoice rounding issues (#5984)

Deposit functionality: fixed the following issues. (#7744)

Certain recipe articles not triggering deposit articles.

When using EAN code, fixed the following issues:

When deleting main article row, the deposit was not automatically deleted.

It was possible to only delete the deposit article (the main article remained in the 
basket).

Reports: fix made to report ‘114 – Payment export’ so that it no longer generates an error 
when running with MSSQL database. (#7765)

Unicom integration: fixed issue where voiding voiding Unicom payments and financial 
transactions did not work. (#7773)

Kitchen printer: alternative kitchen printer now also works when an item is part of a menu 
type article. (#7620)

Spa bracelet integration: removed message about missing suspended receipts in Spa 
checkout. (#7713)

EcEle: fixed issue with EcEle trying to read the whole WarrantyTable, resulting in an overflow.

Elisa SOAP Client: parameters added for Elisa SOAP client.

POS Stock Movement: fixed an issue which occurred when using POS stock movement in 
combination with using ‘Delete line 2’. (#7739)

SAP Interface: fixes  to check on ProfitCenter number instead of ProfitCenter area.

Preset buttons: it is now possible to set the number of rows to 0 in Preset Buttons. If the 
number of rows are 0, then no Preset Buttons or Tab is displayed in POS.
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